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Beginning to Read— Made Fun & Easy
Each book in this innovative series combines a fun story with simple
phonics games. The games are quick and easy to play—and are designed
to help children read the story and improve their reading skills. The
result is faster reading development and kids who love to read!
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Delightful stories to engage your child
Fun and easy parent involvement
Games to practice phonics
Games to learn “sight” words
Developed by reading specialists
Complements school reading programs

Big Cats

Big Cats
This nonfiction book offers a fascinating look at some of the biggest
cats in the world. Lions, tigers, cheetahs, and even house cats—all in
a book that is perfect for the very beginning reader!
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2 Read the Story

Parent’s Introduction
Welcome to We Read Phonics! This series is designed to help
you assist your child in reading. Each book includes a story, as
well as some simple word games to play with your child. The
games focus on the phonics skills and sight words your child
will use in reading the story.

Here are some recommendations for using
this book with your child:
1 Word Play
There are word games both before and after the story. Make
these games fun and playful. If your child becomes bored or
frustrated, play a different game or take a break.

Pat rhymes
with cat.

After some word play, read the story aloud to your child — or
read the story together, by reading aloud at the same time or
by taking turns. As you and your child read, move your finger
under the words.
Next, have your child read the entire story to you while you
follow along with your finger under the words. If there is some
difficulty with a word, either help your child to sound it out or
wait about five seconds and then say the word.

3 Discuss and Read Again
After reading the story, talk about it with your child. Ask
questions like, “What happened in the story?” and “What was
the best part?” It will be helpful for your child to read this
story to you several times. Another great way for your child to
practice is by reading the book to a younger sibling, a pet, or
even a stuffed animal!

Very good!

Phonics is a method of sounding out words by blending together
letter sounds. However, not all words can be “sounded out.”
Sight words are frequently used words that usually cannot be
sounded out.

I liked the
tigers the
best!

Level

1

Level 1 focuses on simple words with short “a” and
short “i” (as in cat and sit ). Consonants used at this
level include b, c, d, f, g, h, m, n, p, r, s, and t.
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Phonics
Game

Sight Word
Game

Word
Tic-Tac-Toe

Words in
the Room

Writing and reading these
words will help your child
read the story.

This is a fun way to practice
sight words.

Materials:
Option 1—Fast and Easy: To print the game materials from your computer,
go online to www.WeReadPhonics.com, then go to this book title and
click on the link to “View & Print: Game Materials.” Or, if this book PDF
came on a disk, open and print the “Game Materials” PDF for this title.
Option 2—Make Your Own: You’ll need paper and pencils. Draw on the
paper a large Tic-Tac-Toe board (a 3 x3 grid). 		

1 Play this game of Tic-Tac-Toe with a twist. Instead of letters “X” and
“O,” players choose words from the ones listed below. For example,
player 1 plays with the word cat and player 2 plays with the word
bad. Player 1 says and writes the word cat on one of the squares,
and player 2 says and writes the word bad on one of the squares.

2 The first player to make three in a row, across, up and down, or
diagonally, wins the game.

3 If your child has difficulty writing the words, you can help her or you
can write each word on five 3 x 5 cards and play using the cards.

4 Repeat the game with different words from below.

cat bad can dip sip sit fast hid nap
2 2

Materials:
Option 1— Fast and Easy: To print the game 		
materials from your computer, go online to
www.WeReadPhonics.com, then go to this book
title and click on the link to “View & Print: Game
Materials.” Or, if this book PDF came on a disk, open
and print the “Game Materials” PDF for this title.
Option 2—Make Your Own: You’ll need 3 x 5 inch index
cards and a marker. Write each word listed on the
right on an index card, so you have one card for each
sight word.

1 Put the cards in different parts of the room, all
visible to your child. Say one of the words and ask
your child to find the card.

2 If he finds the right card, he gets to keep it. If he
picks the wrong card, he gives you the card. Put the
card in another part of the room.

3 Keep the cards. You can combine them with other
sight word cards and play a bigger version of this
game. Or, if you make another set of these cards,
you can play sight word games featured in other
We Read Phonics books. (Other games require two
of each card.) Play games using the words your
child needs to practice.

big
see
went
be
good
this
no
go
for
3

See the big cat.
4

Cats can be good.
5

Cats can be bad.
6

Can I pat this cat? No!
7

See the big cat.
8

This cat can sit.
9

It can nap.
10

It can sip.
11

s this a grin?
12

No. This is a grin!
13

It is fast.
See the big cat.
14

15

Go, cat, go!

16

Fast, fast, fast!

17

See the cat.
18

This tan cat hid.
19

It nabs a rat.
It went for a dip.
20

21

See the cat.
22

Cats can be good.
23

Cats can be bad.
24

I can pat this cat!
25
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Phonics
Game

Can you think of
another word that
rhymes with hid ?

Rhyming

Kid!

Practicing rhyming words
helps children learn how
words are similar.

1 Explain to your child that these words rhyme because they have

nnn . . .

Head
Waist
Toe
This is a fun way to practice
breaking words into parts,
which helps children learn
to read new words.

aaa . . .

. . . p!

1 Stand up facing your child. Make sure you have plenty of room.

the same end sounds: hid, bid, did, kid, mid, lid, rid, and Sid.

2 Ask your child to say a word that rhymes with hid.
3 If your child has trouble, offer some possible answers or repeat
step 1. It’s okay to accept nonsense words, for example, fid.

4 When your child is successful, repeat step 2 with these words:

26

2 Choose a simple three-letter word from the story.
3 Each of you touches your head for the first sound, your waist
for the middle sound, and your toes for the final sound.

4 For example, for the word nap, say the word, repeat the word,

bad

(possible answers: dad, fad, had, lad, mad, pad, sad)

and touch your head when saying the “n” sound, your waist

can

(possible answers: ban, fan, man, pan, plan, ran, tan)

when saying the short “a” sound (as in cat), and your toes when

dip

(possible answers: flip, hip, lip, nip, rip, sip, tip)

fast

(possible answers: blast, cast, last, mast, past)

nap

(possible answers: cap, flap, lap, map, wrap, tap)

see

(possible answers: be, fee, free, he, key, me, she, tea, we)

saying the “p” sound.

5 Continue with these additional simple three-letter words from
the story: bad, has, hat, hid, pat, rat, tap, sip, and nab.
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If you liked Big Cats,
here is another We Read Phonics™ book you are sure to enjoy!

Pat, Cat, and Rat
This Level 1 book is perfect for the very beginning
reader. In the story, Cat wants to catch Rat and
turn him into a tasty snack, but Pat is determined
to prevent it! The story is simple and easy to read,
and offers lots of humor that is sure to captivate
young readers!
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